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A. The Site
The site has been owned and run by the Paxtons as a caravan park since the 1940s, and
which has spanned 3 generations.   Image 1 below shows the existing site. The entrance
is in the bottom right corner.

Image 1

“P” - Permanent residential mobile homes.  9 are in situ and are fully occupied.  
“S” - Seasonal residential mobile homes, to be used between April and October inclusive.

The site has a licence for up to 12 of these seasonal homes.
“W” - Site warden's accommodation
“C3” - C3  residential  dwelling.   The  area  identified  with  the  dotted  black  line  is  now C3

residential, comprising Adur House and a new dwelling for which consent was obtained
earlier this year under application ref DC/17/1953.

1. Currently the site is somewhat of a hybrid.  The 9 permanent units to the east are
popular  retirement  homes,  they  are  fully-occupied,  smart,  attractive,  modern  and
commercially viable for all parties.  See attached appendix.  By contrast, although the
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seasonal homes take up the majority of the site area, they are some 20 years old, tired,
far  less  in  demand,  and increasingly  unfit  for  purpose.   They also  detract  from and
devalue the permanent homes. 

 
2. The existing 6-berth caravans and licence allows for up to 72 seasonal holiday-makers
and unlimited vehicles per caravan, over and above the retired occupancy, and this is
considered to place strain on the road and the existing amenities, not to mention the
strain on the retirees themselves, and which is not always easy to manage on site.

To the west of the site there exists a C3 residential band of housing.  

The  existing  site  is  already  equipped  with  mains  gas,  electric,  water  and  sewage
sufficient for up to 22 additional properties.  

B. The Proposal 
The Applicant proposes to remove the 12 unoccupied mobile homes and replace with 9
no C3 retirement homes (over 55s). 

Image 2
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1. General Assessment

The Applicant submits that by removing the 12 seasonal caravans and replacing with
retirement homes for the over 55s, the use of the site as a whole will be much more
sustainable and consistent,  and will  make for a better  and much needed retirement
environment for all concerned.

Horsham DC comments that “as the site is located within the built-up area, proposed
redevelopment is acceptable in principle.”  The site is outside the conservation area.  

Flood risk 
Flood risk from the Adur is considered to be acceptable subject to the measures set out
in the accompanying FRA. 

Use and proposed demographic
Accommodation for the over 55s is proposed, all as per the current permanent use on
site.  It is a demographic with which the Applicants are very familiar.  The majority of the
existing demographic  are fully independent, capable and able-bodied, in good health,
and with no special access requirements. We do not expect any significant departure
from this, given that the proposed demographic remains the same and the Applicant is
very familiar with working with this age group. We do not believe there is any special
requirement to install a disability ramp or any special access measures.  By the same
token the Applicant intends to install  the same as and when the project moves to a
detailed design stage

Design, Size and Massing
. Illustrative  elevations,  section  and  plans  have  been  requested  and  provided,

demonstrating the viability of the proposal.  The plans submitted demonstrate how the
EA's requirements can be met or exceeded whilst providing safe access to and from the
site, all  within an external mass and height that is lower and sits subordinate to the
surrounding dwellings.  

Safety & Access
. The existing site allows for up to 72 seasonal holiday-makers with unlimited vehicles

per caravan, over and above the aged 55 and over occupancy, and whose different
needs are essentially  in  conflict  with  one another  during the busy season.  It  is  not
considered that seasonal holiday-making, and the strain this places both on the roads,
the access and the users themselves, is optimal. The site is much noisier and harder to
manage during this  time.  It  is  considered better,  and safer,  to  reduce the seasonal
holiday-making and to make the site more focused on the 55-and-over residents who
generally prefer a quieter life. It is also considered that this provides a more valuable
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local amenity, since it provides long-standing residents of the village with an ideal place
to live and to remain in the village, as opposed to catering for seasonal holiday-makers
who are not long-standing residents and who have, in general, contributed less to the
village and who are less a part of its day-to-day life.  

Given that it is proposed to remove 12 no seasonal homes, and to replace these with 9
homes for the over 55s, we believe it is reasonable to expect a significant reduction in
safety and access issues.  Certainly there does not seem to be a reasonable case, or
any  strong  evidence,  for  the  view  that  safety  and  access  issues  will  significantly
increase as a result of this proposal. The proposal will  result in 3 fewer homes than
currently exist, which is considered significant.

C. Conclusions & Recommendations

There is an excellent opportunity to remove 12 old and dilapidated mobile homes, and
expand the existing C3 residential band that already exists to the west of the site, in
order to create much needed retirement housing, and also to make the existing site
much more sustainable for all concerned. 
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Appendix:-

 

Photo 1

View  of  the  existing
permanent  homes
(marked  “P”  in
images  1  and  2
above).   They  are
modern,  attractive
and fully-occupied by
local over 55s.

Photo 2

One  of  the  existing
seasonal homes that,
it is proposed, should
be replaced (marked
“S” in images 1 and 2
above).   They  take
up  most  of  the  site,
yet  are  unattractive,
under-used, and can
lead  to  friction  with
the occupants of the
permanent homes. 
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